TEITIOTA v THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF MINISTRY OF BUSINESS, INNOVATION AND EMPLOYMENT - A PERSON DISPLACED
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Small Island States are the most exposed and vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, particularly sea level rise. Unfortunately, mitigation measures, building capacity for the vulnerable groups, or even the adoption of adaptation measures may not be a sufficient solution. Instead, resettlement outside their country of origin may in some instances, be the only alternative. With resettlement however comes other issues, not least are the grounds under which they might qualify for another country’s protection. In this article, we examine the case of Ioane Teitiota, who in 2013 applied to Immigration New Zealand for refugee status under the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees as a ‘climate change refugee’. His application was refused because he failed to meet the current criteria required to demonstrate refugee status. Teitiota’s case, reflects what appears to be the dominant situation of displaced peoples who apply for refugee status on the ground of the impacts of climate change. Aside from the Convention, it is questionable whether the rights of people affected by climate change are protected under international law. There are a number of solutions mooted for resolution of the issue of climate displacement however as yet, none have gained international agreement.

INTRODUCTION

‘Our entire survival is at stake.’

Kiribati president Anote Tong

In less than 40 years’ time, significant portions of Tarawa, the island upon which the capital of Kiribati is located, is expected to be subject to inundation. Sea level rise also threatens parts of the capital itself (South Tarawa) with all roads in one of the three main urban centres
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potentially lost to storm surge and sea level rise by 2100. However, in even less time, long before the urban centres of South Tarawa are submerged, sea level rise could render large parts of Kiribati uninhabitable. Therefore, what are the occupants of Kiribati to do as their wells become salty, seawater destroys their crops, high tides and king tides wash the ocean into their homes, when what they need is protection on a non-political humanitarian basis from environmental endangerment?

II PROTECTION UNDER THE CURRENT REFUGEE FRAMEWORK

The current international legal framework holds few, if any, protections for the people of Kiribati faced with this situation. Certainly to date, those who have tried to gain recognition under legal mechanisms provided for refugees have had little success. With its origins in the first global body for inter-State cooperation, the League of Nations, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (‘UNHCR’), was established, and continues to operate, for the purpose of providing international protection for refugees. To this end, the defining 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (‘Convention’) came into existence. With such a Convention in place, it seems reasonable at first glance that an I-Kiribati, a person from Kiribati who seeks refuge due to the prospect of being forced to leave his or her homeland because of rising sea levels, could expect to find legal protection under such a Convention. While it would seem intuitively logical for Ioane Teitiota (born on Tabiteuea atoll in the Republic of Kiribati, where life became ‘progressively insecure as a result of ocean inundation’) to claim refugee protection under the Convention, in practice; the direct protection it offers for those affected by climate change is non-existent.

The absence of protection provided to ‘climate refugees’ or, as more recently framed, ‘climate displaced persons’, is no better demonstrated than in Mr Teitiota’s case. As required by Immigration New Zealand, Mr Teitiota made a claim, in New Zealand, where he continued to reside unlawfully after the expiry of an initial permit, for recognition and protection as a refugee. Once made, the claim was reviewed by refugee and protection officers, but was
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refused. The decision to refuse the claim was appealed, in the first instance, to the Immigration and Protection Tribunal (‘IPT’), which, although finding Mr Teitiota credible and his account acceptable ‘in its entirety’,\(^{16}\) upheld the refusal to grant protection. Subsequent appeals to the Court of Appeal and Supreme Court,\(^{17}\) including an application for leave to appeal to the High Court of New Zealand,\(^{18}\) led to the ultimate and final decision – at least to the limits of the New Zealand judiciary – to refuse protection. The overarching question for the decision maker in Mr Teitiota’s case (which was eventually the Supreme Court of New Zealand) was whether Mr Teitiota was able to bring himself within the terms of the Convention. The Supreme Court determined finally that he was not.\(^{19}\)

The following case note examines Mr Teitiota’s unsuccessful claim and his appeals. It considers the availability of protection for refugees based on the impacts of climate change under the Convention. It considers why the Convention does not afford a legal mechanism for international resettlement of people like Mr Teitiota, who seek to claim status as a climate change refugee, and concludes that unless the Convention is amended, ‘the world’s first climate change refugee’\(^{20}\) is likely to be the last.\(^{21}\)

### III A MATTER OF OPTIONS AND AVAILABLE ACTIONS

By way of general background, there is little doubt that climate change is already affecting Mr Teitiota’s homeland of Kiribati, a small island state and will continue to do so. The science of climate change produces varied projections, but in respect of the trend towards global warming and ensuing environmental impacts, it is generally consistent,\(^{22}\) particularly in respect of rising sea levels.\(^{23}\) This is, at the very least, disquieting for small island states\(^{24}\) as they will become, and indeed for some Pacific islands already are,\(^{25}\) the most exposed and vulnerable\(^{26}\) nations to these impacts.\(^{27}\) They remain vulnerable because many of the islands are small and
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low-lying,\textsuperscript{28} which affords them little, if any, adaptive capacity.\textsuperscript{29} Kiribati is no exception, with its many atolls and single raised coral island, and an average height of less than three metres above sea level.\textsuperscript{30} Current projections indicate climate change impacts will further reduce the size of many Pacific islands and atolls,\textsuperscript{31} increasing what is already a high risk of inundation\textsuperscript{32} and leading to their foreseeable, if not inevitable, evanescence.\textsuperscript{33} Those who will fare worst from these impacts will be subsistence communities situated in small island states.\textsuperscript{34} In the face of sea level rise, the options for defensive action are limited. It is therefore likely that increased erosion, salinisation of water supplies and damage to the growing environments of community gardens will affect and limit food supplies.\textsuperscript{35} Salt-water is already contaminating gardens on some islands,\textsuperscript{36} leaving them unable to produce traditional crops.\textsuperscript{37} As a result, some island economies are becoming unviable.\textsuperscript{38}

A\hspace{1em}Mitigation, Resilience, Adaptation and Resettlement

In terms of action, international attention has historically focused largely on mitigation rather than adaptation measures.\textsuperscript{39} However, mitigation alone may be insufficient and come too late to help many small island states.\textsuperscript{40} In the inescapability of sea level rise, additional mechanisms such as building resilience and adaptation are suggested.\textsuperscript{41} Resilience is one of the more recent additions to the narrative of solutions for climate affected persons.\textsuperscript{42} A complex term, in that the definition is somewhat fuzzy,\textsuperscript{43} the aim of resilience is to build capacity for particularly vulnerable groups in situ, or at least in-country, where possible. Methmann and Oels\textsuperscript{44} however, critique the resilience approach, asserting that the focus on resilience ‘opportunities’ ignores
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the destruction, loss and violence triggered by climate change’ and ‘avoids all rights-based language’.  

With regard to adaptation, both ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ adaptation measures can be employed to contribute to effective coastal adaptation. Nonetheless, where the means of adaptation are available locally, they can be costly. These costs, for example, the costs of building sea walls, can make the employment of adaptation mechanisms infeasible and equally, the mechanisms may not effectively address the risk. There may also be cultural beliefs and a ‘lack of awareness’, which act as a barrier to implementation of adaptation measures, not to mention the absence of technological and human resources. This suggests that neither approach offers the one perfect solution.

So is there another option? One adaptation measure of course, and one that may become ‘a necessity’, is to relocate, either internally or across borders. Population movement and displacement have already been attributed to ‘environmental degradation’, yet resettlement is often considered to be a measure of last resort. Nevertheless, displacement through voluntary and forced internal and external migration is anticipated to increase, and while the IPCC acknowledges the potential is there, there is still a lack of evidence to support the contention that migration has become a true response to climate change.

IV A MATTER OF DISPLACEMENT, MIGRATION AND RESETTLEMENT

As highlighted, displacement may occur either internally or across international borders. Internal migration is anticipated to represent the greater proportion of movement stimulated by climate change impacts. Internal migration or displacement is primarily the responsibility of
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the domestic government and is a matter for domestic law, while international migration will be determined by international law and the scope of domestic policies on migration.

Appealing to rights for those faced with displacement, migration and resettlement, the rights with regard to climate change impacts are not clearly defined or understood at international law. This is particularly true prior to displacement when asserting rights as a basis of claim for protection, yet sea level rise and climate change in general may be said to impact on fundamental human rights. This is arguably and disproportionately so in vulnerable and indigenous communities, where justice may not be afforded equitably to women and children. While the protection of rights is often a matter of urgency, there is a lack of specific protection mechanisms for the less exigent cases; for example, where people are threatened with the longer term, forced displacement resulting from climate change impacts.

For those facing internal displacement, there may be some protection under domestic law or international human rights and humanitarian law. Displaced persons in this context however, are often unaware of their rights and government accountability may be lacking. Where governments have signed up to international Conventions which incorporate relevant rights, obligations may apply. Notably however, some small island states are absent signatories to major Conventions. Consequently, frustrations with responsible governments can arise.

In searching for specific rights for protection, climate change may not be considered a direct violation of human rights, nor may a specific right be found to an environment of a particular quality. Nevertheless, in some circumstances climate change affects, amongst other rights:
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the right to life;\textsuperscript{74} the right to adequate food;\textsuperscript{75} and the right to clean water.\textsuperscript{76} For example, the impacts of climate change may directly or indirectly\textsuperscript{77} cause a significant enough reduction in food to cause a deterioration of health\textsuperscript{78} from malnutrition.\textsuperscript{79} Food shortages have already been felt in some small island states where gardens fail to flourish and government food aid is infrequent.\textsuperscript{80} Equally, the right to clean water has been used to support recent claims for refugee protection in New Zealand, as unclean water poses, particularly to children of small island states, a real risk of causing diarhæa and subsequent death.\textsuperscript{81} Rising sea levels also affect rights to freedom of movement,\textsuperscript{82} housing,\textsuperscript{83} and secondarily, education.\textsuperscript{84} where high tides and storm surges inundate community dwellings and local schools, rendering them unusable.\textsuperscript{85} The difficulty is finding protection for these rights under international law when the basal threat emanates from climate change.

A Limited Legal Mechanisms

Aside from rights-based Conventions there is, as yet, no direct international hard law instrument which addresses the plight of internally displaced peoples.\textsuperscript{86} Non-binding\textsuperscript{87} guiding principles for standards of protection and assistance exist.\textsuperscript{88} Under these principles, those internally displaced should enjoy the same rights and freedoms as other persons.\textsuperscript{89} Again, what is unclear is whether the rights extend and apply to ‘slow onset disasters’,\textsuperscript{90} such as gradual island sinking.\textsuperscript{91} Certainly, one solution mooted for the future is a new international legal
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instrument which incorporates, or ‘provides a platform for adoption’, of these principles within national legal systems.\textsuperscript{92}

International displacement is a different matter. States are only responsible at international law for the human rights of a foreign national once he or she has entered the responsible country.\textsuperscript{93} Those migrating internationally due to environmental factors arguably do not meet ‘persecution’ requirements under the definition of ‘refugee’, an essential element when seeking to obtain refugee status.\textsuperscript{94} Neither do they make up a recognised group to which the definition applies.\textsuperscript{95} The connection to common environmental risk is insufficient,\textsuperscript{96} and current case law\textsuperscript{97} seems to uphold this restrictive definition.\textsuperscript{98} International law does not otherwise support a right to unrestricted international movement.\textsuperscript{99} The non-refoulement principle (that is, avoiding the forcible return of refugees or asylum seekers to a country where they are liable to be subjected to persecution),\textsuperscript{100} whilst arguably a basis for supporting a claim for refugee status, is subject to the domestic immigration policies of the receiving state, none of which make provision for those claiming permanent climate change related immigration.\textsuperscript{101} Further, where there is a case for environmental migrants, causation is an issue. A range of causes may result in migration or displacement.\textsuperscript{102} While economic and growth in population density are often the final push in a degrading environment,\textsuperscript{103} there must firstly be a link between climate change and the environmental change, and subsequently, a link between the environmental change and the decision to migrate.\textsuperscript{104} These factors, as will be demonstrated, are relevant to Mr Teitiota’s case.

\textbf{B \hspace{1cm} Negative Impacts of Displacement and Resettlement}

Irrespective of whether an instrument or framework offering protection for the climate displaced can be found, negative impacts can be attributed to resettlement for indigenous island populations\textsuperscript{105} and need to be considered. Particularly in cross-border migration, there is the risk that the deprivation of customary land may not only lead to a loss of cultural identity\textsuperscript{106}
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and tradition, but that displacement may cause a radical and fundamental change in how the population sustains itself. For example, Carteret Islanders relocating to mainland Bougainville plantations must abandon their traditional occupation as ‘fishermen’ and become agriculturalists. Language, ‘religious practices’, and ‘self-determination’ may also be affected. Moreover, comprehensive resettlement (and even the more critical ad hoc relocation of refugees) still requires funding. Communities also face the prospect of being economically worse off, so that as well as losing their cultural connections to land and being faced with the challenge of having to integrate into culturally and socially different communities, the homeland loses potentially one of its key resources – its people. For some, however, there is no other option, and so in Kiribati, as in other small island states, the prospect of resettlement has become a current reality.

In the case at hand, Mr Teitiota’s claim is indicative of the general search for a resettlement solution. In his reasons for seeking refugee status, Mr Teitiota highlights the difficulties I-Kiribati face with respect to climate change impacts. In 1931, Kiribati and South Tarawa had a combined population of 29,671. By 2012, the population had risen to 100,786. However, Kiribati itself has a land area of only 810 kilometres-square and, ‘under increasing climate induced sea level rise, the occurrence of extreme tide events is projected to increase’. The prospect for Kiribati in respect of climate change is increased coastal damage through erosion; infrastructure losses; reduced quality and quantity of water resources; damage to agriculture crops; and deterioration in public health. It is perhaps no surprise then that Ioane Teitiota, a citizen of Kiribati having lived in New Zealand since 2007, was reluctant to return with his family to his homeland. Mr Teitiota’s solution was to make a claim to Immigration New Zealand for recognition as a refugee on the basis that the changes to the environment in Kiribati caused by sea-level-rise associated with climate change made remaining in Kiribati intolerable.

V A MATTER OF REFUGEE PROTECTION

When seeking refugee protection the UNHCR and its conventions become relevant. The UNHCR was established to safeguard the rights and well-being of refugees. Its actions, as previously highlighted, are based on understandings and obligations set out in the relevant Conventions. New Zealand and Australia have been contracting states to the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (which, in this note, we refer to
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collectively as the ‘Convention’), since 1954 and 1973 respectively. As a party to the Convention, New Zealand has agreed to ensure that asylum seekers who meet the definition of a ‘refugee’ are not sent back to a country where their life or freedom would be threatened.

The term ‘refugee’ is defined in Article 1 of the Convention as someone, who:

owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.121

There is a great deal contained in that definition. What is apparent, however, is that it does not explicitly offer protection to people that have been displaced by climatic disasters.122

VI A MATTER OF APPLICATION

In the case of Mr Teitiota it was the important task of the refugee and protection officers and the New Zealand Courts to determine whether he met the requirements of Article 1 of the Convention. Two primary criteria needed to be met. Firstly, it was necessary to establish whether Mr Teitiota would be ‘persecuted’ on return to his country of nationality123 and, if answered in the affirmative, the second issue was whether the persecution would be as a consequence of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion. If Mr Teitiota could convince the Court of each, he could expect to be offered the protection generally proffered under the Refugee Convention.

A A Legal Term

There can be, however, a mismatch between common understandings and legal definition of the term ‘refugee’. The term ‘refugee’ evokes images of people, in distress, fleeing from war, from disasters, from famine, drought, and flood, but the novelty of Mr Teitiota’s case warranted careful consideration of the legal term. Arguably, and this appears to have been the position of the courts, to categorise people as being displaced because of the impacts of environment and climate as a ‘refugee’, misapplies the term. It must be recognised that ‘refugee’ is a legal term; that is, it has a fixed and known legal meaning that confines its application to certain factual circumstances. The term has been called a ‘legal term of art’,124 and is set out in the Convention and interpreted in the relative jurisdictions. In having a legal definition, there are requirements or elements that must be satisfied in order for it to apply. It was in consideration of these requirements that the New Zealand courts found use of the term refugee in Mr Teitiota’s
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circumstances to be conceptually inaccurate\textsuperscript{125} and ‘misconceived’,\textsuperscript{126} in that the factual circumstances provided no evidence to support the legal interpretation and ‘bring him within the\textit{Convention}'.\textsuperscript{127} On considering the definition, it was not difficult for the courts to conclude that Mr Teitiota did not satisfy the definition of a ‘refugee’ for the purposes of the\textit{Convention} and was therefore not entitled to protection.

B \textit{Voluntary Resettlement}

Before looking at how the court dealt with the term, one question that needs to be asked is whether Mr Teitiota’s situation was nothing more than that of a person internally displaced as opposed to that of an international refugee. A person can only become a refugee once that person has crossed an international border out of his or her country of origin, otherwise, it is a matter of internal displacement\textsuperscript{128} and as previously raised, a matter for which responsibility lies with the person’s homeland government. After all, not all of Kiribati is prone to inundation. For example, the highest point on Banaba Island, which is part of Kiribati, is 81 metres high.\textsuperscript{129} There were locations within Kiribati where Mr Teitiota would not be exposed to imminent danger. The New Zealand courts accepted that ‘there was no evidence establishing the environmental conditions Mr Teitiota faced or was likely to face on return to Kiribati were so parlous as to jeopardise his life or mean he and his family would be unable to resume their prior subsistence life with dignity.’\textsuperscript{130}

Clearly, Mr Teitiota had crossed an international border; after all, he made his claim while he was in New Zealand. It was also apparent that there might have been a basis to Mr Teitiota’s claim that he would be displaced because of the impacts of natural hazards affecting his home. The difficulty with the claim is this: might Mr Teitiota just as well have relocated himself internally (acknowledging that there would be issues with finding appropriate accommodation and employment) and in such a way that was not representative of, or in the nature of, refugee flight?

Mr Teitiota was outside his country when he made his claim. Nonetheless it must be asked whether there was a need for him to be outside his country or whether the protection he sought could not be equally afforded him in his own country. Equally, was it fear or simply personal choice that brought Mr Teitiota to New Zealand – that is, was Mr Teitiota's relocation to New Zealand nothing more than voluntary adaptive migration?\textsuperscript{131} The\textit{Convention} does not cover individuals simply in search of better living conditions. For someone who is faced only with internal displacement, it is the responsibility of that person’s homeland government to protect him or her under its domestic law. If an I-Kiribati is dissatisfied with his or her government's response to the impacts of these natural hazards, then there are democratic mechanisms
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available to seek to effect change. Mr Teitiota’s failure to engage in the use of these mechanisms could have reflected poorly on his decision to flee. In any respect, his protection, as we will see, was not something that a foreign government could provide under the Convention, regardless of the sympathy and concern it might have for the plight of Mr Teitiota. In Mr Teitiota’s case, the New Zealand government simply did not have jurisdiction to act.

C Basis for a Claim

Although climate change is cited, when examining the content of Mr Teitiota’s case, confusion can arise as to the exact basis from which the claim derived. It is apparent that ‘the impacts of unmanaged urbanisation, a continuing crisis of inadequate sanitation, a lack of solid waste disposal controls and ineffective freshwater management’ is a significant environmental issue in Kiribati. In Tarawa, freshwater resources particularly are affected by human impacts of development. Taking an adversarial stance, one might suggest it was incorrect – in fact, it was invalid – to speak of climate change as being the cause of Mr Teitiota’s desire to relocate.

If the impact of climate on the environment in Kiribati is accepted, it must also be accepted that the impacts would only exacerbate his homeland’s existing economic and environmental vulnerabilities. Perhaps it was not climate change from which Mr Teitiota was seeking refuge. Perhaps it was the degradation of the environment and the consequent economic pressure that it would put on Mr Teitiota from which he was seeking refuge. Climate change may bring the tipping point ever closer, but was it the cause of Mr Teitiota’s flight? Perhaps Mr Teitiota was not a refugee at all. Perhaps Mr Teitiota was merely the unfortunate victim of economic and environmental hardship; certainly, his situation reflects one of the underlying issues of pinpointing climate change as the ‘single phenomena’ causing displacement in such circumstances.

In any event, and even if it were accepted that climate change was the cause of Mr Teitiota’s troubles, it would become necessary to determine at what point these incremental impacts caused Mr Teitiota to become a climate-displaced person. At what point can it be said, ‘As of today, Mr Teitiota has become a climate-displaced person and therefore must be afforded protection?’ Certainly, if we are looking for specific indicators, there was no order issued for Mr Teitiota’s arrest, no declaration that Mr Teitiota was of a certain class whose rights were restricted and whose safety was threatened. Does the fact that someone one day decides, ‘This is intolerable, I am leaving!’ define that person as a refugee and differentiate him or her from his or her neighbour who decides to remain and seeks to adapt in situ? It is also necessary to consider whether it matters that a person is fleeing from the impacts of climate change rather than the impacts of a single weather event. The Convention provides no more protection from climate catastrophes than it does from inclement weather. It is within domestic law that we
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expect to find legal frameworks equipped to respond to environment-related movements and impacts from the slow onset process of climate change impacts, not the Convention.

D  A Persecutor

To be found to be a refugee, Mr Teitiota was required to demonstrate, at the very least, that he had a ‘well-founded fear of being persecuted’.

Although it is accepted in the New Zealand context that the definition of refugee is deemed to be examined as a holistic one, it is still necessary to examine the elements of the definition and their relationships to each other.

In light of this, the term ‘persecution’ is not defined in the Convention, although it is articulated in domestic law. Section 91R of Australia’s Migration Act 1958 (Cth), provides a ‘statutory definition’ that suggests Article 1 of the Convention does not apply unless one of the reasons for persecution in the Convention is the essential and significant reason for the persecution. This is not the case in New Zealand, where s 129 of the Immigration Act 2009 places no rider on the definition for persecution.

The persecution must also involve serious harm to the person, the fear of it must be ‘well-founded’, and the persecution must involve systematic and discriminatory conduct affecting a human right. If any one of these elements is missing, a person cannot be found to be persecuted and therefore cannot be found to be a refugee. When we imagine persecution, we are driven to consider violations of human rights – serious violations. However, for persecution to occur, we need firstly ‘sustained and systemic violation of a core’ or a ‘basic human right’ that is at risk of restriction. We need to understand the nature and severity of that restriction, and we need to know what the likelihood is that the restriction will be imposed on the individual. What is the right held by Mr Teitiota that was being restricted? In what law, what treaty, what customary international law is the right enshrined? The case relied on a right to a ‘healthy environment’ and, while a developing concept, it is questionable whether it yet has the jurisprudential recognition sufficient to maintain the basis for such a claim.

Certainly, in the New Zealand context, human agency is the requisite of a positive finding of persecution. Human agency requires someone to carry out the persecution, and in such a case, it can come about in the failure of a homeland government to take steps to reduce the risk of harm carried out by non-state actors.
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Mr Teitiota’s argument is that the world’s carbon emitters are his persecutor.\textsuperscript{147} While agents of persecution may be state as well as non-state actors,\textsuperscript{148} states that emit greenhouse gases do so typically to advance their own economic development, not to cause direct negative impacts on other states.\textsuperscript{149} Even if the persecutor could be said to be the producer of greenhouse gas emissions leading to Mr Teitiota’s suffering, it is more likely that such emissions originate from New Zealand\textsuperscript{150} or Australia, rather than being directed on Mr Teitiota from a perpetrator within his homeland. In real terms, Kiribati is one of the lowest emitters in the world\textsuperscript{151} so it cannot be the persecutor, whereas The Land Court of Queensland in 2014 heard that the Alpha Mine in the Galilee Basin alone would ultimately produce 0.16 per cent of global greenhouse gas emissions,\textsuperscript{152} with Australia being generally responsible for about 1 per cent of the world’s CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. Equally, the Kiribati Government had ‘taken steps’ to protect its citizens but was ‘powerless to stop sea-level rise’.\textsuperscript{153} It therefore cannot be valid to say that Mr Teitiota had suffered some indirect form of persecution because climate change is caused by humans. If the factual circumstances were different, such that environmental degradation had caused ‘threats to security, violence, or were utilised for the purposes of oppressive conduct’,\textsuperscript{154} the case might have attracted an alternative outcome.\textsuperscript{155}

For the claim of persecution to have succeeded, Mr Teitiota would have had to have been ‘targeted’, or part of a specific class prescribed in the \textit{Convention}. Climate change, however, affects everyone regardless of race, regime, nationality, membership, political opinion, and in this case, by Mr Teitiota’s own admission, it affects the entirety of the Kiribati population in general.\textsuperscript{156} That is to say, if an Australian resident were to relocate suddenly to Mr Teitiota’s homeland, the person would be equally affected. Any ‘persecution’ in Mr Teitiota’s case results solely from the fact of geographical circumstance and that is not a determinant for refugee status under the \textit{Convention}. The point is that climate change is not targeted; it is indiscriminate, and it has yet to be demonstrated that it is in any way systematic.

We return to the question of timing and ask at what point it could be said that the persecution had occurred. Mr Teitiota was seeking to avoid the worst impacts of climate change - impacts yet to come. Arguably, Mr Teitiota could not yet obtain the status of a refugee because any persecution had yet to commence. The \textit{Convention} does not provide for pre-emptive protection. Fear of persecution must be ‘well-founded’, not merely anticipated.

While climate change might be said to have a negative impact on any number of rights, the impact cannot be attributed to one of the grounds of the \textit{Convention}. There is no form of motivation behind climate change, at least none that can be linked to one of the grounds. The
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law does not protect a person who is affected by environmental factors. A person affected by environmental factors is not a refugee because that person is not targeted. There is no discrimination with climate change and, therefore, there is no persecution.

VII A MATTER OF JURISDICTION

It is questionable as to whether either a New Zealand or Australian court has the jurisdictional power to expand the scope of the definition of refugee beyond its original purpose. It is a matter for the ‘member states’, as parties to the Convention, to determine how the relevant articles are to be interpreted. In New Zealand, the Refugee Convention is incorporated into the Immigration Act 2009. Under the Act, a person must fall within the definition provided by the Refugee Convention to qualify for refugee status. The articles were drafted to ensure that persons suffering abuse and human rights violations could find protection in other states when their own government would not assist them. While undoubtedly climate change may have a significant impact on people, particularly those who reside in the small island states of the Pacific, there does not appear to be any evidence to support an argument that the drafters of the Convention envisaged protection against environmental degradation. Extending the definition of a ‘refugee’ to cover persons fleeing from natural disaster or other detrimental environmental impacts, including those caused by climate change, would constitute a significant alteration of the scope of the Convention.

The question then is whether the Convention should be extended? Perhaps, but with respect, that is a task that should not be carried out by a domestic court, but should be left to the nations of the world in the event that they believe a change to international law is required.

In Australia, it is even less likely that Mr Teitiota would have gained a positive outcome for his claim. Australia takes a slightly different approach in its incorporation of the relevant Convention articles into domestic law. Rather than leaving the interpretation of the relevant article open, it specifically defines the meaning of persecution, relying on a narrower and potentially more ‘burdensome’ interpretation. The purpose for the insertion of this definition, according to the Explanatory Notes, was to limit the expanding application of Article 1(2A), to keep it in line with agreed international obligations, and to ensure that the interpretation did not ‘provide for circumstances that are clearly outside those originally intended’. Such circumstances, it is stated, include situations ‘where hardship and serious inconvenience have been considered to be persecution’. It is clear from Australia’s general policy on refugees and cross border migrants that an interpretation of the article with any degree of pliancy will not be countenanced.
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VIII A MATTER OF CREATING RECOGNITION

For now, it is evident that the uncertainty and lack of an international legal framework to adequately respond to cross border displacement arising from climate change impacts presents what Jose Riera, senior advisor in the UNCHR, describes as a ‘gaping legal hole’.166 One of the key difficulties is the fact that the phrase ‘climate refugee’ is not a term recognised in existing international law.167 A number of alternatives have been proposed for the management of those displaced across international borders due to the effect of climate change.168 It is unlikely, however, that there is a single solution,169 or indeed a single source of solutions,170 given the ‘inherent difficulty in conceptualizing and accurately describing the phenomenon’ of climate change-related movement.171 Each solution posed has its shortcomings.172

A Domestic Law

Are there other provisions currently existing in domestic law that could cater for ‘climate change refugees’? In Australasia, ‘humanitarian provisions’ are present in legislation, although they have been tested only to a limited extent and offer no new precedent. In New Zealand for example, a statutory provision of the Immigration Act 2009173 that allows for an appeal against liability for deportation on exceptional humanitarian grounds has recently been applied where climate change was raised as a factor.174 However, the decision to allow the subject family to stay was based on a myriad of factors; with no one factor taking precedence.175 The final discretionary decision revolved around the claimant’s close family ties in New Zealand, and related cultural norms associated with family.176 ‘Deep concern’ was raised about the vulnerability of the applicant’s young children where, for example, they were unable to access suitable drinking water supplies,177 although it was recognised that in this instance they could not be considered to be ‘arbitrarily deprived of life’ and that the government was ‘sensitised’
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to the needs of the children. Australian immigration legislation also provides for the issue of In-Country Special Humanitarian visas. Such visas are potentially available to those who are living in and subject to persecution in their home country, and have not been able to leave that country to seek refuge elsewhere. To date, there have been no successful applications on the grounds that a persecution has arisen from the impacts of climate. Despite this, it may be reasonable when considering an application to take into account the wide humanitarian grounds for approval that climate change may present.

In New Zealand, there has been contention over whether the currently available ballot system is a mechanism for admitting those displaced by the impacts of climate change. While such a system may be an option and one that Australia could consider, the New Zealand government has made it clear that providing protection for ‘climate refugees’ is not its purpose. The current Pacific Access Visa Category offers an annual quota system for accepting peoples from Tonga, Tuvalu and Kiribati on grounds unrelated to those of climate change displacement. This system requires a number of residence criteria to be met, including residency within one of the subject countries, and an offer of employment with sufficient income level, as well as meeting health and character requirements. It is worth noting that it is has been reported that, prior to Mr Teitioti’s claim, New Zealand had already accepted ‘environmental refugees’ from Kiribati, but that is not entirely correct. A number of people from Kiribati, Tuvalu and Tonga have been chosen by ballot under the Pacific Access Category to settle in New Zealand each year, but it has occurred under what has been described as ‘an economic rather than a humanitarian migration policy’.

Of course, individual nations can alter domestic laws to find their own solutions. To this end, Australia was urged in 2013 to ready itself for future cross border migration by preparing a ‘new migration category for those fleeing the effects of climate change’. In 2006, Senator Bartlett introduced the Migration Legislation Amendment (Complementary Protection Visas) Bill 2006, which sought to establish a new category of visa to deal with people who did not meet the definition for refugee under the Convention, but for humanitarian or safety reasons
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could not return to their homeland. Then in 2007, Senator Kerry Nettle for the Australian Greens, proposed an amendment to the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) that would introduce a new visa category – climate change refugee visas – under the since lapsed Migration (Climate Refugees) Amendment Bill 2007 (Cth). Under Senator Nettle’s Bill, a person displaced because of ‘climate change induced environmental disaster’ might find refuge under the new provision. The reason the Bill failed to pass was not that the parties felt Australia did not have a responsibility to assist those forcibly displaced – each of the parties voiced concern about this. The problem was the varied perceptions on levels of accountability and how to implement a solution.

B International ‘Solutions’

At an international level, alternative solutions have been proposed to fill the legal hole. Notably in the first instance, the language has changed and extended to incorporate those impacted by not only climate change, but by disaster. In terms of instruments, while the initial focus was on expanding the definition of refugee at international law, the scope has now widened. Nonetheless, some support is still evident in academic circles for extending the ‘logic’ of the Convention definition to incorporate some climate impacted individuals. Equally the creation of a new treaty instrument, or a protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (‘UNFCCC’), has also been mooted. McAdam, among others, queries the efficacy of the treaty approach, in part due to difficulties evident in ‘defining those intended to be covered by it’, the misplaced focus on cross-border migration, as well as the ability to gain consensus and agreement by those who would be a party to it. Instead, broader frameworks and initiatives, which incorporate not only individuals, but which recognise the multiple typologies of climate-affected persons, regional differences, and priorities and collective impacts, are called for. In this vein, bilateral and regional agreements and soft-law declarations and principles may be more relevant. The recently endorsed ‘Agenda for the Protection of Cross-Border Displaced Persons in the context of Disasters and Climate Change’, highlights the efforts some States have already made in adopting a more flexible approach, applying ‘regular migration categories’, granting ‘temporary stay arrangements’, and wider applications of current refugee law. Despite the work completed to date, it is evident that analysis of appropriate mechanisms for managing displacement is still underway.

C Loss and Damage Mechanisms

As solutions are mooted for managing short and long-term climate displacement, a proposition has been put forward to create a governing body to develop arrangements concerning loss and damage related to climate change. The draft proposal, under review for the 21st Conference of the Parties (‘COP21’) to the UNFCCC, supports creation of a governing body to develop
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arrangements related to loss and damage through the establishment of a climate change displacement coordination facility. The mechanism on which it is based, the Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage associated with Climate Change Impacts (‘Loss and Damage Mechanism’) promotes implementation of approaches to address loss and damage associated with the adverse effects of climate change, including facilitating action to address how impacts of climate change are affecting patterns of migration, displacement and human mobility. The two options are to affirm the commitment to continuing to implement the Loss and Damage mechanism and; create a new mechanism with a mandate that includes creating the climate change related displacement coordination facility. The establishment of the facility could have tremendous influence on how members respond to and act to prevent climate change related displacement. Conclusions on the draft proposal will be unknown until COP21 has taken place in late 2015.

IX CONCLUSION

When Cyclone Heta struck Niue in January 2004, the island was devastated. Waves exceeded 50 metres in height, washing away whole buildings, destroying the island’s biodiversity and its fishing grounds. The post-crisis trauma of the cyclone would no doubt have been significant, but Heta formed and then dissipated within a matter of days. The winds subsided, the sea fell back, and the Niueans rebuilt. The onset of climate change induced sea level rise is slow. There is not the sudden onset of a cyclone, but neither does it end, and nor do the seas subside. There is nowhere to rebuild. The ‘psychological trauma’ of having to permanently relocate homes and an entire culture is likely to be ‘severe’. It is little wonder then that people in Pacific small island states are looking to the international community in their pursuit of a solution. It is not surprising they would look for others who have been forcibly displaced from their homeland, and that they would see that the Convention had given those refugees protection. Nor is it surprising that I-Kiribati would seek protection for themselves under its articles.

What may be surprising to those exiled by climate change impacts, however, is that at international law there is no definitive instrument within the folios of which they can find shelter. Those fundamental ‘rights’ to life, food, and water that are disrupted by climate change become impalpable and obscure in the corpus of international law. The Convention is no exception. It is explicit and restrictive as to the category of person it protects, and the essential elements of the Convention are neither intended, nor designed, to accommodate those forcibly displaced by climate change. Those seeking refuge in Australia will find the door securely
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sealed by its immigration legislation, although it had never been opened by the Convention in any event. Nor can it be opened unless the signatories to the Convention agree to amend it.

People like Mr Teitiota and his family are worthy of protection, and the decision against him ‘did not mean that environmental degradation resulting from climate change or other natural disasters could never create a pathway into the Refugee Convention’. Nevertheless, it is yet to be established that the Convention is a mechanism available to actually provide protection and in any event, the Convention is not a legal doctrine to be extended by domestic courts. Justices Stevens, Wild and Miller of the New Zealand Court of Appeal settled the matter, when their Honours confirmed that:

… the effects of climate change … do not bring Mr Teitiota within the Convention. That is the position even if the most sympathetic, ambulatory approach permissible to interpreting the Convention is taken. The Convention is quite simply not the solution to Kiribati’s problem.
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